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The Coming Disruption in Financial Services
Get Moving or get out of the Way!





how big is your DATA?



We will generate 3.9 Zettabytes of “content” in 2013



In storage term
s that’s the equivalent 

of 250 Billion iPhones every year



The equivalent of every book, magazine and newspaper ever printed,
but that same content generated 100 Thousand times every second...



In 2007 we uploaded 7 hours of video every minute



Today we upload more than 300 hours of video every minute



Video crossing IP networks
every second of every day

will take you

2015By

5 years to watch*

*If you really wanted to...















what about banking?











...and then there’s KYC



Complexity also negatively impacts trust



"Apple will sell a few to its fans, but the iPhone won't make a 
long-term mark on the [financial] industry."

Bloomberg, January 14, 2007
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CHANGING BEHAVIOR

22% of branches already do less than 
3,000 transactions per month



2018
is the year US check usage declines below

1m checks per day

that’s down from more than 50 million per day in 2000

Current FDIC trends indicate



This is not progress



1995

85%
2012

The decline in average # of visits per customer per year to a branch

27.5 visits

3.2 visits



70% of YGens
Will be Mobile Banking
‘first’ by 2015

*source: Gartner



2016 digital interactions with financial institutions
will outnumber face-to-face by 300-to-1

Mobile 

20-30 Times per month 

ATM 

3-5 Times per month ATM$

Call Centre, IVR & Voice Response 

5-10 Times per year 

Web/Tablet “Screens” 

7-10 Times per month 

Branch 

1-2 Times per year 

Figure'2.1'+'Retail'Banking''
Channel'Interac7ons'2016'Est$



Square’s greatest Innovation is abstracting friction



context is the key
to innovating banking







Big data will drive risk assessment... in real-time



Branches that remain will simplify in form and function...



As cash use declines, ATMs will change form too



We need smarter, not just simpler banking









We need to remove the friction





Financial Services will become contextual...



The best advice is not in a branch anymore



rethinking SKILLS & METRICS?



Do we measure customer engagement like this?



or like this?



1 in 5 couples met online



1 in 4 divorces are blamed on     .



46 million views



780 Million total views; 5.7m views per week





this is the emergence of the see and hear generation



The balancing act for REGULATORS?



Regulation has only increased complexity



Complexity increases costs and the likelihood of risk



BofA’s mobile banking user base is growing 28% each quarter
The Big Three (BAC,JPM, WFC) all have more than 40% total mobile adoption already



Data Scientists and story-tellers will bring the revenue



How can we reduce Disclosure Friction?



Real-time payments and utility is key for a competitive global economy



Innovation is good for the industry/consumers/economy



Identity and transaction data needs mobility



Banking is no longer a place you go,
it’s just something you do... @brettking
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